


The Safer South Africa Foundation exists to mobilise under-resourced communities to build 
awareness and ability to work together in the ‘�ght against crime’. The foundation fosters a 
better understanding of community safety issues and improve relationships between the 
community and the law enforcement agencies.  In addition to its work with communities, the 
foundation seeks to actively contribute to the national discourse on crime and community 
safety matters by undertaking research, advocacy and campaigns.

Vision
‘South Africa – a safer place to work, rest and play’

Mission
‘To help build safe, con�dent and empowered communities’

Values
•	 We acknowledge and honour the fundamental value and dignity of all individuals.

•	 We act with honesty and integrity, not compromising the truth.

•	 We are committed to creating and maintaining an environment that respects diverse 
traditions, heritages and experiences.

•	 We will not accept funding from or work with any organisation that demands we 
compromise our values in any way.

•	 We are committed to e�ective partnerships and we seek opportunities to form alliances 
with local community and voluntary organisations.

Strategic Aims of Safer South Africa Foundation:
•	 To mobilize and empower local communities to join hands in the �ght against crime in 

order to contribute to the improvement of their community.

•	 To promote an enhanced level of security in South Africa’s communities by providing 
an independent perspective on community policing, road safety and successful 
reintegration of o�enders to curb reo�ending.

•	 To work in partnership with  all community based formations and others to help 
improve safety in communities.

•	 To educate the public about the criminal justice system, encourage and support 
research to inform community based crime prevention strategies.
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SUMMARY

The Safer South Africa Foundation (SSAF) is a registered Non Profit Company aimed 
at mobilising and empowering local communities to join hands in the fight against 
crime in order to contribute to the improvement of safety and protection of their 
community.

The Safer South Africa Foundation Communities and Justice Programme is a flagship 
programme initiated by the SSAF in 2012. It is a community based programme aimed 
at empowering communities and promoting a better relationship between the 
practitioners within the Criminal Justice System and the community they serve. 

The programme was successfully piloted at the Dirang ka Natla Secondary School in 
Khuma Township in the Northwest from February to April 2013. The positive reviews 
resulted in the rollout in Gauteng beginning with the response to the invitation from 
Lancea Vale High School in Eldorado Park.

The support and cooperation from all stakeholders in Eldorado Park surpassed 
expectations. The introduction of the programme generated a lot of interest from 
various quarters at a time that SSAF was engaged in discussions with the Gauteng 
department of education, to consider possible implementation in identified schools.

The implementation of the programme at S.G. Mafaesa High School in Kagiso was 
an outcome of working together with NACHAM Wellness Consultancy based in 
Krugersdorp. The cooperation and support from the community and the various law 
enforcement agencies in the criminal justice system was reassuring.

The introduction to the programme of a trained facilitator, the signing of an agreement 
with the school and the addition of the eighth evaluation session was informed by the 
lessons learned from the previous processes.

The final event, the certificate award ceremony of the Communities and Justice 
Programme was received with enthusiasm by the school, the community and the 
invited speakers and dignitaries. The programme was evaluated positively and 
was deemed necessary as a vehicle to access to justice and to promote a better 
understanding of the functioning of the criminal justice system.
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INTRODUCTION

This report is intended to provide feedback to the schools, the partners, parents, policy makers 
and departments that participated in the implementation of the Communities and Justice 
Programme.

The report outlines the progress made in the implementation of the programme at S.G. Mafaesa 
High School in Kagiso in the West Rand, Gauteng Province.
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BACKGROUND

The implementation of the Communities and Justice Programme is the culmination 
of discussions with NACHAM Wellness Consultancy, a local Non-Profit Organization 
based in Krugersdorp. Nacham was instrumental in the introduction of SSAF to the 
local stakeholders including S.G. Mafaesa High School as the possible school to 
implement the programme. 

Research by Safer South Africa Foundation (SSAF) indicates that the focus on young 
people is the correct approach to empowering communities in the fight against crime. 

A local media article reported the vision of the new South African Police Service Station 
commander in Kagiso, appointed in January 2011, who said:  “Young people wandering 
the streets, abusing drugs and alcohol are the main challenges in the community, which 
contribute to criminal activities and delinquency”.

He further said: “I want to enforce hard policing when it comes to drinking in public 
and driving without a licence. What I would like to tell the community is that parenting 
is important. Parents must take interest in their children and help them make better 
decisions.” 

Promising to decrease crime in Kagiso, the Station Commander highlighted the need 
to build a strong relationship with the community to enable them to report criminal 
activities.  He said: “Criminals are not idols or role models, thus they must not be looked 
up to or imitated.”

The programme was introduced in S. G. Mafaesa, at the right time after incidents in 
2013 necessitated that Education MEC, Barbara Creecy, intervene and address violence 
in schools.  There were violent incidents that were perpetrated by pupils with teachers 
being the  victims at schools such as Jim Fouche Primary in Crosby, Glenvista High 
School and S.G. Mafaesa.  At S. G. Mafaesa the media reported that a drunken pupil had 
allegedly assaulted two female teachers. 

Subsequent to the introduction to local stakeholders in Kagiso, Safer South Africa 
Foundation embarked on a consultation process involving all role-players. Letters of 
introduction were dispatched to the departments of the Kagiso South African Police 
Service, Mogale City Traffic Department, the Krugersdorp Magistrate Court, Correctional 
Services and S.G. Mafaesa High School. 

One on one presentations ensued which resulted in commitment from all the key 
stakeholders, which contributed to the successful introduction of the Communities and 
Justice Programme in Kagiso.
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COMMUNITIES & JUSTICE PROGRAMME

The Safer South Africa Foundation (SSAF) Communities and Justice Programme is a 
flagship programme initiated by the SSAF in 2012. 

It is a community based programme aimed at empowering communities and promoting 
a better relationship between the practitioners within the Criminal Justice System and 
the community they serve.

OBJECTIVES OF THE PROGRAMME
•	 To empower the learners by exposing them to the roles of the various law 

enforcement agents (police, traffic, correctional and court officials).
•	 To create a platform for learners to interact face to face with the law 

enforcement agents to enhance trust and confidence in the criminal justice 
system.

•	 To empower the learners with regard to their individual rights in their 
interaction with the law enforcement agents.

•	 To encourage participation in community based crime prevention initiatives.

SCOPE

The programme is envisaged to assist the participants to acquire knowledge 
on basic information on the functioning of the South African criminal justice 
system; the policies that regulate the various law enforcement agents in the 
execution of their duties; the rights and responsibilities of individuals in their 
interaction with the law enforcement agents and equip participants with 
skills to enable them to engage meaningfully; hold the service providers 
accountable; and to participate optimally in community based crime 
prevention initiatives.

The programme seeks to dispel myths communities may hold about the 
criminal justice system by exposing participants to facilities such as the 
police stations, courts and correctional facilities for experiential learning.
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PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION

Further consultation and engagement with the S. G. Mafaesa school principal led to the 
signing of the service agreement by the principal on behalf of the school and the Chief 
Executive Officer on behalf of Safer South Africa Foundation.  The agreement clearly 
stipulated the roles and responsibilities of Safer South Africa Foundation and those of 
the school. A plan of action for implementation was developed which clearly outlined 
the processes to be followed.

S.G. Mafaesa being the third school in the implementation of the programme, Safer 
South Africa Foundation applied the lessons learned from the pilot project in Khuma 
in the North West and in the implementation at the Lancea Vale Secondary School in 
Eldorado Park, Gauteng.

Facilitators were trained in preparation for the implementation and one was assigned to 
oversee the programme at S. G. Mafaesa. The school also assigned the Teacher Liaison 
Officer to coordinate the programme and to liaise with the Safer South Africa Foundation 
on behalf of the school. SSAF also thought it prudent to add an eighth session to allow 
all role players to engage in the evaluation process. 

After all the administrative work, meetings and presentation the process commenced 
on 12 February 2014. Forty (40) grade 11 and 12 learners were assigned to the 
programme, Ms Butty Mompei, the Teacher Liaison Officer was assigned by the 
school as a coordinator and Mr Lungile Boto from NACHAM was assigned as the 
facilitator for the duration of the programme.

The programme was implemented in accordance with the agreed upon plan of 
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action. The lecturers were selected 
and seconded by the Criminal Justice 
System (Departments: South African 
Police Service, Mogale Traffic, Justice 
and Constitutional Development and 
Correctional Services). 

The sessions were held once a week for 
eight weeks after school at S.G. Mafaesa 
High School with the exception of the 
experiential learning in the form of the 
mock trial which was held at the Kagiso 
Magistrate court and the visit to the 
correctional facility at the Krugersdorp 
Correctional Facility. 

The South African Police Service was 
allocated two weeks. Mogale traffic 
department, one week, the department of 
Justice and Constitutional Development 
two weeks and Correctional services two 
weeks. 

The eighth week was devoted to 
evaluation. The learners were required 
to complete the registration form at 
the beginning of each session and an 
evaluation form at the end of each 
session.

The lectures were experiential they 
included presentations, discussions, role 
play and visit to the facilities. During the 
robust discussions no question was left 
unanswered and practical examples from 
the community were used for illustration.

The learners’ understanding of the 
functioning of the Criminal Justice System 
became clearer during their interaction 
with the various law enforcement 
agencies. The lectures invited probing 
questions to which honest answers and 
illustrations were provided. The justice 
system was brought to the level of learners 
and the utilization of practical examples 

within their community brought home 
the reality that opportunity to engage 
in crime prevention activities exist in all 
communities.

These face to face interactions between 
the community and the law enforcement 
agencies have brought the two groups 
closer, the learners are beginning to see 
the law enforcement practitioners as part 
of the community and the practitioners 
develop a sense of belonging and take 
pride in empowering the community. At 
the end the realization that they all yearn 
for the same thing, safer communities, is 
slowly dawning on them.

The lectures were received with 
enthusiasm and the learners robustly 
engaged the presenters. The experiential 
parts remained the favourite. The arrest 
process as demonstrated by Lieutenant 
Morolong and Warrant officer Sibiya kept 
the learners intrigued as they learned 
about the policy that guides the police 
officers in the execution of their duties 
and the rights of the accused. Assistant 
superintendent Ruth Tlhomelang from 
the Mogale traffic department made the 
learners realize that every community 
member has a role to play in road safety 
and crime prevention.

A new feature in the programme was the 
competition conducted by the South 
African Police Service. 

The learners were required to write an 
essay about “Community involvement 
in Crime prevention” The judges were 
members of SAPS, the intention was to 
stimulate creativity and thinking out 
of the box by learners and the winners 
would be announced at the certificate 
award ceremony.
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PROGRAMME IMPLEMENTATION

The presence of a trained facilitators added value and assisted to stimulate 
debate, to keep discussions focused on the work at hand and to manage time. 

The learners displayed a keen interest on the role of the various law enforcement 
practitioners, and on their individual rights when in conflict with the law.
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Facilitator Showing Exhibitions Of Weapons Made and Smuggled at 
Correctional Centres
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The access to the Kagiso magistrate court a structure in their own community that they 
have always viewed from a distance and have never thought it would be a source of 
learning, was made available to them for the mock trial. The prosecutors, Ntlailane, 
Maswanganyi, Makoakoa and Zimema playing the roles of magistrate, prosecutor, 
defence and accused together with Mr Mokoa the court interpreter successfully 
illustrated the court process by taking learners through each and every stage. 

The presentation by the correctional service team Mr. Phalalo and Ms Mabena clearly 
fascinated the learners; the presentation and display of the exhibit evidence from the 
correctional facility, helped to bring the activities behind bars to the classroom and kept 
the learners attentive, invited many questions and triggered a very interesting debate. 

The learners described the visit to the correctional facility the following week, as an eye 
opener and a deterrent to criminal activity. They learned about the management of an 
offender from admission, including the often controversial misunderstood issue of the 
parole system, and the final release after the completion of sentence. 

One learner summarized the value of the programme as follows: “the programme gave 
me hope that communities can be safe again and that we can teach others about the 
results of committing crime”. 

The eighth and final session was devoted to evaluation and charting the way forward. 
It was at this juncture that the SSAF idea of sustaining the programme through an 
alumnus was explored. The learners embraced the idea with enthusiasm and vigorous 
exchange of ideas ensued culminating in the birth of the youth movement that exudes 
a sense of belonging, entitled “Youth4safersouthafrica” whose aim is:

•	 To establish a positive youth movement where ideas and experiences are shared.
•	 To create ambassadors in the fight against crime in local communities.
•	 To promote discussions around issues on the criminal justice system.
•	 To change behaviours and attitude with a focus on developing themselves and     
       their communities.
•	 To create a platform where youth can participate in 
       community transformation.
•	 To actively contribute to the national discourse on crime, community development 

and community safety.
•	 To involve young people in advocacy campaigns on crime prevention.
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It is envisaged that the alumni will create an ideal platform that allows the graduates 
of the Communities and Justice Programme to engage and debate pertinent issues 
affecting their communities. 

The weekend Youth development camps can be used for a variety of activities, including 
but not limited to career guidance, skills development and motivational talks.

The success of the Communities and Justice Programme is greatly dependent on the 
buy-in and cooperation of the teachers, the learners the parents and the lecturers from 
the Criminal Justice System. At S. G. Mafaesa all role players demonstrated zeal and 
commitment.

The most important part of the programme was the presentations imparting information 
on the roles of the various law enforcement practitioners; the clear articulation of how 
the community can support the various institutions in the Criminal Justice System and 
the role the community can play in community based crime prevention.
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DATE INSTITUTION VENUE PRESENTERS

12 February 2014 South African Police
Service

S. G. Mafaesa High
School

Lieutenant: Morolong
Warrant Officer: Sibiya

19 February 2014 Traffic Department S. G. Mafaesa High
School

Assistant Superintendent:
Ruth Tlhomelang

26 February 2014 South African Police
Service

S. G. Mafaesa High
School

Lieutenant : 
Morolong
Warrant Officer:
Sibiya

05 March 2014 Department of Justice 
and Constitutional 
Development

S. G. Mafaesa High
School

Prosecutor: 
Thabo Ntlailane

12 March 2014 Department of Justice 
and Constitutional 
Development

Kagiso Magistrate Court Mr. Zimema
Ms Makoakoa
Mr Maswanganyi
Mr Ntlailane
Mr. Mokoa

19 March 2014 Department of 
Correctional Services

S.G. Mafaesa High
School

Mr. Phalalo
Ms Mabena

26 March 2014 Department of 
Correctional Services

Krugersdorp Correctional
Centre

Mr. Phalalo
Ms Mabena

April 2014 Evaluation of programme All students, SSAF and
coordinator

SSAF

22 May 2014 Certificate Awards Invited guests, learners,
parents teachers and 
School
Governing Body

SSAF

LECTURE SCHEDULE
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The approach to the certificate award 
ceremony at S. G. Mafaesa differed from 
the other two schools in that it was 
held at the school hall. On the 23 May 
2014 the afternoon at S. G. Mafaesa 
was buzzing with activity with teachers 
and learners assisting to prepare the 
venue, the Principal welcoming early 
arrivals and the Safer South Africa team 
finalizing the seating arrangement while 
the technician was testing the PA system 
playing beautiful music.

The mood was jovial, everyone was 
delighted, looking forward to the 
occasion which commenced at 14h00. No 
one could have mistaken the recipients 
of the certificates their excitement was 
palpable; they looked dapper ready to 
ascend the stage. 

The distinguished guests included 
members of the Safer South Africa 
Foundation Board; the School 
Governing Body, other Non Profit 
Organizations, Employee Organizations, 
business, parents, the law enforcement 
practitioners (South African Police 
Service, Mogale Traffic department and 
Correctional Service) looking spruce in 
uniform and representatives from the 
department of Justice and Constitutional 
Development, took their places. 

The programme Director Mr Mashiya 
kept the audience attentive with his 
humorous anecdotes. Dr Setlhodi-
Mohapi, the school principal extended 
a hearty welcome to all present and 
expressed her appreciation to the 

guests for gracing the occasion and the 
learners and teachers for embracing the 
Communities and Justice Programme. 
The programme director paid special 
tribute to the parents who came in 
numbers to support the learners, he 
thanked them for their unwavering 
commitment to the education and 
development of their children. All 
speakers emphasised the importance 
of involving the youth as partners in 
community based crime prevention 
initiatives.

The Safer South Africa Foundation CEO, 
Paul Wilson, outlined the objective of the 
programme and its implementation at S. 
G. Mafaesa, he then invited a young SSAF 
volunteer, Mr Thabang Mathiane to map 
out the vision for Youth4safersouthafrica. 
Thabang with his youth specific 
approach kept his audience engrossed as 
he explained the plans that lie ahead for 
the Community and Justice Programme 
alumni.

CERTIFICATE AWARD CEREMONY
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The Kagiso Station Commander, Colonel 
Xaba commended the youth for having 
taken the decision to be part of the solution, 
he emphasized the need for the community 
to partner with the police in the fight against 
crime and extended an invitation to graduates 
to serve on the Youth desk.

The   learner  representative,  Ms Queen Mokgothu, 
expressed her appreciation to the school for 
selecting her as part of the participants and to 
Safer South Africa Foundation for introducing 
the programme to S.G. Mafaesa. The keynote 
speaker, Director: Bokatuma Investments and 
Business Enterprises, Mr Alfred Tsetsane used 
the analogy from the bible in the book of 
Prophet Amos:  “My people perish because of 
lack of knowledge” and said that the learners 
were better positioned in the community 
because they are empowered by attending 
the programme. 

He encouraged them to go out to be 
ambassadors of law and order to make the 
work of the law enforcement agencies much 
easier. He told them they stood a better 
chance in choosing a career in the Criminal 
Justice System because they know the role 

of each of the sub-sectors of the cluster. He 
continued to challenge them when he said: 
“You are now in a better position because 
you know and can act within the law.” 

You know that in respecting the law 
enforcement agencies, you are not only 
respecting the Constitution of the Republic 
of South Africa, you are also respecting 
God. Your responsibility is to be friends 
of the criminal justice system and be the 
forerunners in educating your communities 
to fight crime. Stick together and take 
advantage and be the group of Young 
People Against Crime.”

He concluded by congratulating the 
recipient of the certificate and thanked 
SSAF, the school management and the 
School Governing Body for allowing the 
school to participate in the programme. The 
certificate giving was enjoyable, The SSAF 
volunteer Mr. Mohau Bosiu was assigned to 
call the recipients to the front. He delighted 
the audience with his upbeat approach, as 
he cheered the learners on and challenged 
them to walk tall as he called their names.
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The learners were exhilarated and responded 
by moving to the beat of the beautiful 
accompanying music and posed for the 
photographs to the loud cheers from the 
audience. 

The presenters of the certificates including 
Chief Superintendent Jimmy Keet of Mogale 
Traffic; Director Azwihangwisi Nesengani, from 
Correctional Services; CEO Julian Mashele, of 
Dream Team Foundation; Prosecutor Thabo 
Ntlailane of the Kagiso Magistrate Court; Safer 
South Africa Board member Mr. Vikela Rankin 
and a member of the School Governing Body 
could not but join the jovial occasion. All 
recipients received the certificate, a diary, a 
T-shirt and the Youth4safersouthafrica badge. 
The proud parents were beaming with joy 
and enjoying every moment.

Lieutenant Morolong announced the three 
winners of the “Community involvement 
in crime prevention” essay. For a moment 
there was a deafening sound as the audience 
clapped hands, whistled and the learners 
shouted the names of their fellow learners 
while the DJ serenaded them with befitting 
music. The jubilant winners Ms Basetsana 
Ngwana, Tshepiso Maine, and Palesa 
Keagilenyana jumped up and down elated as 
their names were called and strutted forward 
to take their place to receive their prizes.

As the last item on the programme, the 
proud Ms Butty Mompei, the teacher liaison 
officer, responsible for the selection of 
the learners, delivered the vote of thanks. 
She extended appreciation to the school 
principal for welcoming the guests and for 
her vision to participate in the programme. 
She acknowledged and thanked all the 
lecturers from the Criminal Justice System 
and the facilitator of the program for a 
sterling job during the implementation of the 
programme. 
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Gratitude and appreciation was extended to all the speakers who delivered words of 
wisdom, encouragement, support and inspiration. Thanks also went to all the dignitaries 
and guests and presenters of certificates who took time from their busy schedules to 
support this important crime prevention initiative. 

She commended the learners for their cooperation and the enthusiasm they demonstrated 
throughout the programme. She shared with the audience that when she engaged in the 
process of selection she was not certain of the outcome, but she was proud of the group’s 
achievements. 

Ms Mompei extended a special gratitude to the Kagiso community and in particular to 
the parents who not only gave permission to the learners to participate in the program 
but also attended the certificate award ceremony to demonstrate their commitment and 
support.

A word of appreciation went to WorkersLife 
for supporting this worthy cause and for 
the donation of t-shirts, diaries and folders. 
She thanked the caterers for preparing the 
scrumptious refreshments on a cold afternoon.

Finally she extended a hearty gratitude to 
the buoyant program director that did an 
excellent job and kept the audience captivated 
by reaching out to all present in different 
languages and local expressions to the delight 
of the youth.
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EVALUATION

The evaluation of the programme is a collation of the analysis of the evaluation forms 
completed by the learners after every session, the inputs from the eighth session after 
the completion of the series of lectures dedicated to evaluation and from feedback from 
other role players involved in the programme.

During the analysis of the learner’s evaluation forms it was interesting to note the comments 
from each session. The overall impression was that there is a dearth of information on the 
functioning and role of the Criminal Justice System in the communities and in particular 
among the youth. 

The remarkable observation was the number of learners who went beyond the objective 
of the training; by regarding the sessions as a platform for career guidance because they 
expressed a desire to know more about the different disciplines as they were in the 
process of considering their career paths. 

The appreciation of the knowledge gained was expressed in comments such as the ones 
below:

“I have learned that it is not correct to take the law into our hands but that it is 
important for the community to work with the police.”

“Driving without a licence and failure to observe road signs is not correct.”

“My attitude towards the traffic officer has changed, now I think they are doing 
a good job.”

“All of us pedestrians and drivers are responsible for road safety in our community.”

“I did not know that we have different kinds of courts, the Magistrate court, the 
High court, the Supreme Court of Appeal and the Constitutional court.”

“Visiting the Correctional Services made me very sad, because our brothers, 
grandfathers and fathers are there.”

“I learned that people who have committed crime can be helped to change.” 

The learner who addressed the audience during the certificate ceremony articulated the 
value of the programme to her and her fellow learners effectively. 

It became evident that the programme is one of the appropriate vehicles that are 
beginning to bring the youth closer to the law enforcement agencies.
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CONCLUSION
The Communities and Justice Programme promises to be the much needed proactive 
strategy to improve the local communities understanding of the functioning of the 
Criminal Justice System and the roles of the various law enforcement practitioners. 

If nurtured appropriately, it will enhance the importance of the rule of law; lay a firm 
foundation for access to justice, and improve the knowledge of individual rights and 
responsibilities.

The graduates of the programme will through the Youth4SaferSouthAfrica be ambassadors 
and activist of social crime prevention in their communities.

The Safer South Africa Foundation’s decision to set aside a session for evaluation paid off 
because it gave the learners a platform not only to reflect on the programme but also 
to give input with regard to the creation of an alumni of the Communities and justice 
programme. 

After the evaluation session they took to the social media sharing ideas and proposing 
an appropriate name for the alumni, thus the birth of the name Youth4SaferSouthAfrica. 

The choice of the venue, the school hall, had unintended positive consequences, the 
parent attendance was higher because of proximity and the ceremony raised the interest 
of other learners who were not part of the proceedings. 

The evaluation of the programme continues to inform new developments, future 
evaluation tools and approach.
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